Analytical model for predicting mechanotransduction effects in engineered cardiac tissue.
Mechanochemical and mechanoelectrical signaling is imperative for cardiac organogenesis and underlies pathophysiological events. New techniques for engineering cardiac tissue allow unprecedented means of modeling these phenomena in vitro. However, experimental design is often hampered by a lack of models that can be adapted to the ideal conditions these methods allow. To address these deficiencies, we developed a mathematical model to calculate the distribution of stress and strain in fibrous cardiac tissue. The fluid-fiber-collagen model characterizes the mechanical behavior of cardiac tissue and is solved analytically for the distributions of stress and strain along the myocardial fibers. An example application of the model is presented: modeling the distribution of strains in the vicinity of an ischemic region. The ischemic region is stretched during systole, as has been shown in previous one-dimensional models. Our model predicts a complex distribution of stretch in the border zone surrounding the ischemic region and in nonischemic regions surrounding the border zone. These strain patterns may predict patterns of mechanochemical coupling that results in localized fibrosis, altered gene expression, or the mechanoelectrical signaling events that potentiate cardiac arrhythmias.